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Skylab S-193 Altimeter pulse shape 'pta was used to doterminu the terrain
characteristics of the ground illuminated oy its transmitted pulse. Certain
Skylab passes over the states of Colorado and Oregon wore st.__-- Q-A ,in order
to include extremely rough, very rough, rolling, and smooth land areas the
types of terrain illuminated. These test areas are mostly wooded and the Soil
moisture content varies considerably from one place to the next. The topogra-
phic surface heights data, information about vegetation, and type of terrain
etc., was also obtained. In addition, some of the black and white skylab
photographs of these areas ware, used to develop additional general information.
The Skylab Altimeter data fos' submode (SM), submode (SM 2), and sub-submode
(SM3), as well as pitch and roll of the spacecraft were examined in order to
determine the exact altimeter antenna beam coverage on ground. The latitude
and longitude of the altimeter foot-print under loch, conditions were translated
from special language into simple Fortrain IV data using revised computer soft-
ware. After extensive analysis and examination of all four data tapes supplied,
it was established that only tape numbers 906153 and 907259 taken over Oregon and
Colorado had technically useful data for this analysis. This pulse shape data
was analyzed using special enhanced resolution Fast Fourier Transform programs.
The radar backscatter characteristics of the ground under consideration
were approximated by that of a linear system usually characterized by its
impulse response. The transmitted pulse shape for the Skylab Altimeter radar
system, specified by G.E. calibration tests, was used in this work. The
received pulse shape was approximated from bursts of sets of five sample data
points of the received in S-193 pulse shape data Mode 1. It was then possible
,•	 •	
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to obtain the impulse response of the radar illuminated ground surface as a
ratio of the Fast Fourier Transform of the received pulse and the transmitted
pulse. The resulting frequency domain representation of the said impulse
response was cross-correlated with the Fourier Transform of the spatial ground
elevation data. The do-correlation frequency lag was found to be function of
the standard deviation, mean slope, as well as the spatial de-correlation distance
of the terrain. Usually cross-correlation functions are quite irregular and are
not amenable to a simple decorrelation lag analysis, but the said function is
shaped somewhat like a (sin x/x) function. Its peak occurs at a certain value
of lag, and its decreased monotonically to a very low value before it builds up
again in somewhat oscillatory mode. This feature was sufficiently regular to
enable us to define the decorrelation lag number, as the number of lags at which
the cross-correlation function decreases to a-1 times its original maximun value
at the specified lag.
Similar results were obtained for relatively flat terrain as well as for
very rough, mountainous and wooded areas in both Colorado and Oregon. It was
also concluded that it is possible to predict the ground roughness from the
S-193 data from empirical relationships derived between the impulse response and
various terrain parameters. This concept can be easily implemented in practice,
and the practical usefulness of S-193 instrumentation can be phenomenally advanced
over that ,possible with the Skylab Altimeter.
Some of the significant recommendations are;
1. The phase information, normally lost in envelope detection and sampling
should have been preserved if the pulse samples were initiated at a
prespecified point of the carrier frequency waveform and taken at inter-




2, The eight return pulse samples should have been taken on each pulse
r	 and over its entire width rather than averaging five samples taken
over one section of the pulse.
Thus a considerably enhanced spatial resolution could have been achieved
by sampling the return pulse at points in time referred to the phase reference







Nine track magnetic tape Skylab Altimeter 5-193 data was received from
NASA on the following tapes:
1. SL-2 Project No. 8552C Hasa tape /1906153 (519313-101-2-1-73-3)
i
Covering Oregon Coast	 Time: 150-20-35-41
Thru: 150 -20 -46-45
2. SL-3 Project No. 8550 Hasa tape 1/907259 (s-93-100-01-12-72A)
Covering Colorado	 Time: 215-17-54-13
Thru: 215-18-16-29
3. SL-2 Project No.	 Hasa tape #906154/5







4. SL-3 Project No. 8550 Hasa tape NS 193-13-099-01-42-73-13







Since data contained in tape numbers three and four was not associable with
preplanned flights and sites for Altimeter Mode 1 overflight, these tapes were
not usable in this study. Data from tapes number one and two was taken over
f
the pre-assigned sites, namely sites 1/851167 and #398295 respectively, and some
of this data was for locked position under Mode I. (see Table I for typical format),
GROUND TRUTH DATA
The ground truth data including such factors as moisture, rainfall, foliage,
season, man-made effects such as timber cuttings, mining or farming, forest fires,
etc., type of forestation, crops or grass, etc., and topographical data was col-
lected for both the Oregon and Colorado sites. Furthermore photographic and
visual information on landscape, foliage, and crops, etc., was also noted. The
topographical maps were also used to obtain spatial elevation data for the ground
tracks.
The S-193 Altimeter Node 1 data over the third pre-assigned Texas flats Site
apparently was not taken during all skylab passes, and therefore the ground truth
along the overpass over the planned Hats site was not compiled although topo-
graphical maps were available.
TOPOGRAPHICAL DATA AND ANALYSIS
The spatial resolution of topographical data obtained from topographic
maps was 80 feet for all quadrangles for the Colorado site except for the Nucula,
Silverton, Wolf Creek, Chama Peak, and Brazos Peak, which had 208 feet resolution.
This latter data was interpolated to yield points 80 feet apart, in order to keep
the sampled data points uniformly spaced. The spatial resolution for the topo-
graphical data for the Oregon site was also 208 feet.
The tope data for each altimeter footprint was recombined to generate eight
points, one for each pulse width illuminated area shaped in the form of a cir-
cular area for the first pulse width and an annular ring for each of the successive
ones for correlation analysis. This is equivalent to a sampling period of the
S
-193 pulse, so that the path length on the ground illuminated by the altimeter
pulse would correspond to the width of the data window. The transmitted pulse
Illuminates a circular area which spread till its expanse has the depth
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(along range) of CT/2, and this area then is said to reflect back the signal
received during the time equal to the width of the transmitted pulse (Nayro,
1962). The next composite areas corresponding to annular rings with eT/2 radial
,depth (along the range vector from the transmitter) each are associated with
each succeeding intervals of time of equal value to pulse width. (See Fig. 1).
GENERAL PULSE SHAPE DATA CHARACTERISTICS
In S-193 pulse shape experiment Mode I t the consecutive eight samples are
so taken that these:
a, do not belong to the same return pulse
b, were not consecutive in informrtion sense, except in some 'average sense"
c, could not be said to represent a single footprint of S-193 beam on the
ground.
The Skylab Altimeter S-193 Made I pulse data was taken using a pulse train
with a nominal pulse width of 100 nanoseconds and a repetition rate of 250 pulses
per second. Furthermore, the return pulse was sampled eight times during each
pulse duration, and the sample spacing was 25 nanoseconds.. This would yield a
spatial sample spacing of 84-.5 ,feet for the terrain illuminated by the altimeter
beam. Since the Skylab ground speed In approximately A miles per second or 21
feet per millisecond, therefore the pulse period is equivalent to A x 21 = 84 feet
on the ground. The transmitted pulse Is stretchedin time because the illuminat-
ed area on the target changes as the sperical wave front proceeds outwards from
the point its leading edge touches the ground until it is completely out of the
beam width of the radar as shown in this Figure 1.
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TRANSMITTED PULSE SHAPE
The detailed Information on the $-193 transmitted pulse shape was the
essential starting point for this analysis, because the ground points offec-
Lively influencing the received pulse effected from the ground shall dopond
on CS'/2 range depth, where c is the veloVity of light or 3 x 10 6 maters/sec
and k is the effective pulse width, which is approximately 72 to 100 none-
seconds.
In Mode I pulse shape S-193 Altimeter experiment, no detailed information
on the shape of the transmitted pulse x(t), was available In our initial
phases and therefore it was assumed to be an ideally square pulse of 13.969hz
carrier. Later on, it'was then learned that the pulse shape was indeed some-
what guassion. The approximate transmitted pulse shape was eventually obtained
from the G.E. Calibration Manual obtained from NASA-LDJ Center, and both its
time sampled shape and its spectral density are shown in the Figures 2 and 3
which show that it has overshoots in both negative and positive excursions.
This stress on the shape of the transmitted pulse is further demonstrated by
the Fourier Transforms analysis given below for each of these pulse shapes,
since both amplitude and phase spectra of the transmitted pulse are essential
for an impulse response analysis.
CASE 1: Rectangular Pulse
If the envelope of the transmitted pulse x(t) has a period T and pulse
width a, then its Fourier Transform pair would be given below:
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This results in the following power spectral density Px(f)
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CASE Ii: Gaussian Shane (approximated by (sin x/x) form)
If the envelope of the transmitted pulse x(t) is approximated by a Gaussian
curve, then its Fourier transform air is given as:
x(511%10/60 • C 0 S tva
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Note again that the phase spectrum i-s zero here as well.
CASE III: Truncated Gaussian Pulse
The real case of S-193 Node I pulse is closest to a truncated gaussian
pulse. For instance, let us say over, one period, one may write x(t) - A exp
(-K2t2) for °T/2 <t <T/T, and its generalized fourier coefficient C  shall be
defined as:
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It is important to note that the power spectral density of x(t) is ICni2,
and its phase spectrum is different from that obtained in cases I and 11.
CASE IV: Truncated Gaussian Pulse with Fast Drop Off
In this case the Fourier Transform integral for C n in the previous ease
may be modifted to extend its upper and lower limits to infinity since the pulse
is already assumed to have dropped to negligible or essentially zero amplitude
beofro reaching the limits of its period. Thus one obtains:
_per{
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Note that in this approximation, the power spectral density of x(t) in a given
period is essentially the some as that obtained In Case III but its phase spectrum










iMPORTANCE OF POWER SPECTRUM AND PHASE, ANGLE. SPE_"RUM I14PULSE RESPONSE CALCULATIONS
The results obtained above ore now shot -in t© have significance in this study,
where the power Px(w) and phase spectrum Q4 of X(t) are ncedod to calculate
the impulse response of the torraln radiated by S-193 pulse. Let the received -
pulse Y(t), have Its pcwc spectral density P (w), and the phase spectrum ¢y(w).
Then the Fourier Transform of H(t), the terrain Impulse response Is given by the
following relationships:
Y0w) C X0w) How)
p  (w) c Px (w) Ph (w)




in tills -bsjjne-nlon the Fast Fourier Transform technique (soe Program Table 2)
I , ; employed to obtain h(t) from the eight somplod values df X(t). A typical
program for this effort is attachod .find it is the result of extensive computer
analysis of data samples of the type available from S-193, with basic intent to
enhance resolution of the h(t).
Early software progrcros yielded a quick drop-off of the values of h(t) for
t greater than zero. For instance, the first value, for the data shown in Table 3,
was 176.51 and the second value was 0.539. A special technique of padding data
with optimum number of zeros was then used Lo yield at least 4 to 8 point resolu-
tion. in this effort eight S-193 return pulse sample values are extended to 256
points by adding 248 zeros at the end, and assuming that the phase angle Informa-
tion for the eight points is unknown and assumed zero as would be the case for
envelope detected data. Other programs with assumed phase angle input, using
the same eight sample points of x(t) were also run and the results obtained
Ii
	
were significantly different. Therefore it was concluded that the S-193 system
effectiveness would be considerably enhanced if the pulse samples were taken at
some specified point of the carrier signal and synchronized with a known starting
point on the pulse such as its first positive zero crossing, and thus preserving
its phase information.
At'"IMETER DEA14 FOOT PAD
Since the -3db beam width is 1.60 , and its side lobes are 30 db below the
level of the main beam, the circular ground area illuminated by first, and the
annular rings by the second and third pulse widths of 100 nanoseconds transmitted
pulse are generated by the cone angles of 0 - 0.95 0, 0.950 - 1.35 0, and 1.35° -
1.65°. Therefore, the -3db beam width of 1.60 , for a static case, would only
cover approximately 80 - 90% of the third pulse width. Since the beam is travel-
Ing at approximately 21 feet per millisecond, the net displacement of the beam
for three pulse widths would be 3 x 21 x 100 x 3/1000 = 18.9 feet, which would
cause negligible stretching of the illuminated area on the ground, i.e. a circle
of approximately 35,3841 in diameter,
Furthermore, for the pulse repetition rate of 250 0 the beam travels 4 x 21 =
84' from the beginning of one transmitted pulse to that of the next. Since only
first and third return pulse, for every group of five transmitted, are sampled
for the pulse shape (mode 1), the distance traveled by the beam betwaon adjacent
sets of samples is 168 ft. and 252 ft. in alternate sampling steps.' These dis-
tances also represent incremental changes In the ground position of the center of
the illuminated area.
SAMPLING CYCLE AND DATA
The data in the G. E. Calibration Manual on S-193 shows that the first






and is generally in the noise levels. Furthermore, there are 50 framor; (1.04
seconds/frame, 260 pulses transmitted and only 104 pulses are received) wherein
the first eight samples, 25 nanoseconds apart, during 215 to h25 nanosecond time
frame on the received pulse. This lasts for another 61 frames (61 x 104 pulses
received or 61 x 260 pulses transmitted) when the sampling is shifted further
to 415 to 615 nanosecond portion of the received pulses for another 61 frames.
Then the sampling process reverts back to the above described sampling cycle
after 192 frames or 192 x 104 seconds. The above description simply stated shows
that the S-193 pulse shape data lacks considerable resolution since one obtains
only from the front portion for the first 15 x 104 pulses, and finally another
eight points from the tail end of another 15 x 104 pulses,
Since the number of return pulses processed by the altimeter per telemetry
frame of 1.04 seconds are 104 whereas the number transmitted is 260. She re-
ceived pulse is sampled in submodes 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, otc. for a total of
400 nanoseconds, and yet the beaimvidth of 1.60 degrees for vertical incidence,
would not allow monitoring of more than 2.8 pulse illuminations on the ground or
a period of 280 A seconds which covered by submode (SM) 0 and subsubmodes (SM2)
0 as a part of Mode 1.
A complete dump (See Table Q of Model data for altimeter locked-in position
was ,made with pitch, roll, as SM2 and SM 3 information, and out of the four tapes
received, only tapes #096153 and #907259 for Oregon and Colorado respectively
were found tc,have usable data. Moreover due to loss of lock, there was no data
for the following records:
Tape #906153:
121-123, 127, 130, 133-135, 139-149, 150, 155, 157-159, 161, 163, 1729 175-178
181-187, 189, 191-200, 202-204, 207-211, 213, 215, 217-218, 221, 227-231, 233
235, 238-2111, 245-266, 270, 274, 276-2.79, 282, 288-3o4, 306-307.
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Tape #907259:
195-200, 205, 208-211, 213-215, 217-220, 222-224, 228-229, 232-244, 250-252,
255-256, 258-261, 276, 318, 592-598, 601, 616-619 1 621-623 1
 632-653, 656,
659-663.
The Oregon ground truth data for the fii6ht line from 13-1
10-36 
t0 12228530
corresponding to S-193 record J/124 through #148 (total 25) on tape #90613 was
processed (see Tables 5, 6, E 7) where records numbered 127, 130, i33, 13 11, 1350
139, 140, 141, and 142, (total 9) are not recorded because of loss of lock or
other such conditions.
Similarly the Colorado ground truth data corresponding to Skylab data on
tape #907259 covering the flight line from 3&-30-30 to 37-19-0 and corresponding108-54-0
	
106-15-0
to data records #204 through #232 (total 29) was dumped. Out of these record
numbers, 205, 208-211, 213-215, 217-220, 222-224, 228-229, and 231 (total 18)
were missing due to loss of lock etc. The usable data records for Tape #907259
for Oregon are listed below although only record #227 fell in the region where



































292, 293, 296, 299,-
309, 312, 312, 316,
367, 372, 376, 377,
415, 416, 118, 419,
439, 441, 4112, 450,
487, 488, 496, 499,
515, 516, 533, 538,
559, 560, 562, 581,
630, 655.
the detailed print-out of these records
total, Mode 1 data as listed on Table 4 con-
sisted of only nine valid data records as listed in Table 9 in the region of
interest. Furthermore, only six of these records were processable`since the
topographical data for records #144, 145, and 148 in Oregon was not available.
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Therefore, the analysis of this work is based on records 11124, 125, 126 and 131
in Oregon and #227 in Colorado.
ANALYSIS SU14MRY AND RESULTS
The topographical information obtained along the ground track of the S-193
in Oregon and Colorado, approximately amounts to 14,927 ft. which correspond
to either 186 samples taken at 208' or 80' sampling intervals respectively.
Moreover, the first eight sampled points from the beginning part of the return
pulse correspond to 0, 6160, 6160(2) 1.2 1
 6160(3) 12 , 6160(4) 1/2 , 6160(5)1/2
6160(6) 1/2 , 6160(7) 1/2 feet on the ground out from the zero point under the
nadir.
since the very steep drop with time in the value of the impulse response
in time domain h(t) from its value at t = o does not permit a reliable cross
correlation with the topographic data, it was therefore decided to cross corre-
late.the Fourier transform H(f), of h(t), and that of the spatial surface height
R(r) or CHR(ef) p 11(f) R(f+ef)
One of the easiest and practical elements of this analysis was the use of de-
correlation frequency lag of C H R(Af). For the salve of simplicity, the decorre-
lotion frequency lag is described as d-c.
The decorrelatlon frequency of the cross-correlation function between R(f),
the power spectral density of the surface height'R(r), and H(f) the pulse re-
sponse spectrum for the terroln illuminated by the altimeter beavididth has been
found to be directly related to the roughness of the terraln and its mean eleva-
tion. For example an empirical relationship was calculated relating these two
variables as given below:
decorrelation frequency Shift
for the Cross Correlation function





where Rm o mean elevation in thousands of foot. All the calculated results
were reasonably consistent for all the data records in that these satisfy the
above empirical equation. For Instance, the said decorrelation frequency de-
creases from a maximum of r`18 at Rm of 1520 (Record #124) to a minimum of 34
at Rm of 8850 Ft. Similarly, the decorrelation frequency of the spectral den-
sity of the surface heights Rm (r) or Rm (t), was found to increase with increase
in mean elevation. This variation is inverse to that of the decorrelation of
the Cross Correlation function discussed above. An empirical relationship was
again derived to approximate this variation and is given below:
decorrelation frn9 yoncy Shift for
the power Spectral density of the
Spatial Surface heights u 1-exp[-a(Rm*110)3'
where 0 0.45 (on the average)
R0 = 1.244 Waft.
Rm A measured in Itilofeet.
The above results are significant since one needs no ground based data in order
to predict the mean heights as well as slope variation of the terrain illuminated
below. For Instance, d l = dccc R(f)11(f) = exp. -a Rm , d2 = de R(f) = 1 - exp
[-0(Rm%-R0)]. By differentiating the variable Rm in terms of d l and d2 , one can
positively obtain the slope variation. For instance, from the first equation
one obtains:
( VII)Rm = In (dl/a)
and
dR
 dd1 = adi
and similarly from the second equation, one obtains:












and	 m ra 1/(1-d2)S
dd2
These results were verified in the cases of the six records and the corresponding
six sitos, where the valid data was available. Similarly, reflectivity was also
obtained, utilizing the normalized value of Y in order to determine the ground
cover.
CDNCLUSIONS
The impulse response technique, when coupled with fine resolution altimeter
data, is capable of yielding,
a) Very fine mean ground elevation resolution.
b) Slopes and slope variation along the altimeter path.
c) The absorption or the ground vegetation cover density for a given
weather condition.
d) An eventual classification of ground cover and/or moisture content of
the ground.
It is recommended that the S-193 electronic, part of instrumentation be
updated at a nominal cost in order to make it an economical tool for earth
observation. its utility would be extremely enhanced if used in a cross corre-
lative mode with optical sensors which are unable to yield the sam_ information
as S-193 due to, among other factors, adverse weather conditions. ,Furthermore
S-193 Instrumentation package is much less susceptable to row and pitch variation
of the airframe.
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	 B16F,
966153 lag 742765555 `;Ct/ 43.b7 125. 06 43,71 125.05 0,77. c ,2!9906153 11C 742775') '53 CCC 43,47 1? 4.1.'3 43.67 1?4,9'7 0,77 C.21;9(1615.) III 74?f1'i9;3'i4 +]1.30 43.(:4 124,91 43.64 124.90 C. Of' C.2'a9061^i3 111 74)'7'41.'454 ti it1 43.02 U4,t'. 43.h1 124. )12 1: ,411 (:, 2 If94(153 113 14280'1154 CCC 4.3.S t l 1'14.1'; 43,1)8 114.74 0 * 6 1 3P,?'e906153 114 74281'1553 OU(1 4'3,93 1?.4.1,8 43.')5 124.67 C.68 C.?'.9(16153 115 74P627953 Ut.Q 43,50 124.60 43.52 124.5 .7 C.l'l C.2:^906153 116 74283 P 3h3 CC''. 43.47 124.!)2 43,49 1?4t 51 C,68 C6259C6153 117 74iA4(?754 CCU At 1 45 124.44 43.46 124./• 3 0,77 C.4C90615.3 L18 742Ri9154 UQO 43.42 124.37 43.4?. 124,16 0.61+ C.2g9u6153 119 74236)'x54 0 G 4:3.31 4 124.2') 43.3 +] 114.28 00 li p C,4C9061!93 12C 74?"7'i'3`;? (,CC 4'3,35 124.21 43..31; 124,2(9 U, '77 C.,,!!,9G615:1 124 742')`1354(s C10 43.00 123.53 43,07 123, ti 2 0,'17 c0?!,906153 12.5 742')43)`.91 f110 43,03 173.46 43,04 1`2.'3.44 C,ff, C,t,C
906153 126 742)'x4350 ')10 43.00 123.38 43,01 123.37 C«17 Go ?!990615 3 12H 743uJI17C CIO 42.*l;3 123,?3 42.94 123.'2.2 0.77 C.?'i906153 129 743(.5502 , C10 42990 123.15 4?..)1 123.14 0.611 C.2'i966153 131 7430443'91 010 42.43 1233.00 47..85 1i2t99 C,77 0.25
9(j6153 1:32 743u96751 010 42. $16 122.93 42.81 122.92 C,71 C.40906153 136 74309[4345 C1^, 42.67 122.63 42.60 122.62 0.77 C.29
9061'53 137 74319 c1751 CIG 42.64 122.5!i 4?.65 1?.7..'14 0.613 UO29
906153 138 74311°)151 010 42.60 127..411 42.62 17.?.47 C.48 C.2.5
1106153 143 7431 7 1151 C1C 42,43 11.2,11 42.45 122.10 C,68 cl?.6
906153 144 7431!31441 010 42.40 12.2.03 42.42 122.02 0.77 C*25
406153 145 7431)1)50 010 42.,'39 171.96 42	 1 93 121.95 60.8 C. 75701+153 146 743102350 010 42.37 121.813 42.39 121.117 C, 77 0.11
906153 147 741212745 C1C 42.34 121.1'1 42.32 121.80 C.77 0.11
906153 140 743223149 C10 42930 121.74 42.?9 121.73 0.68 0011906153 14 1) 74323/1)49 020 47..24 121,47 42.?.5 121065 C.69 C.2.906153 151 743254350 07.0 42.17 121.52 42.19 121951 0.77 C.11
906153 152 743?64750 C2C 42.14 121.44 42.15 M 43 0,68 0.11
906153 153 743275149 C2(,' '24.10 121.37 47..12 1?.L,36 0.68 C,1'i
906153 154 743185549 020 42.07 121.30 4209 121.29 C471 C.25
91,6153 156 7433063413 020 42.03 121,15 42.02 121.14 0,6P, C.11
906153 160 743)47949 C2C 41.8.7 12C.86 41.99 120, 115 0.611 0025
9C6153 162 74336874P C20 41.80 120.71 41.81 120.70 O,L9 C.25
906153 164 743389547 020 41.73 120.57 41.'74 120.56 C.77 C.25
906153 165 74539 4 447 020 41.70 120,50 41.71 12C.49 C«f. 8 0.2!3
906153 166• 743410349 C2C 41,66 12C.43 41.67 12.11.41 0.77 G.25
906153 167 743420748 020 41.63 120.35 41.64 120.34 0,.77 C.25
9U6153 168 743431148 020 41,59 120.28 41,61 120.27 0.68 0.11
906153 169 743441547 C20 41.56 12C,21 41.57 12C.20 C,68 0.25
9C6153 17C 743451947 020 41.92 120.14 41.54 120.12 0.77 C.?,5
906153 171 74345?350 020 41.49 120.07 41.50 12(1.(:5 0.68 C.46906153 173 7434')3:,44 W, 41.39 117.95 41..40 119.j+ 4 0..'17 C.11
906153 174 743503950 1CC 41.35 119.78 41,36 119.77 C,,68 C.11














lIP979 11P.,77 4,1+8 C.4C
906153 1 140 743610348 LCO 40.79 11A.64 40.EC 118.63 C.60 C.25
906153 201 743784746 1CC 40,41 117,h7 40.4C 117086 0.97 0.259G6153 205 743826i47 UG 40.24 117.59 40.76 117.59 0.77 C.25
906153 206 7439+36746 100 40.20 117.52 40.22 117..52 4.68 C.II
90606 153 212 74309)147 1C0 39.4') 117.12 40.00 117.11 C,77 C.21i9153 214 743919946 ICO 39.4? 116.9 0 30.93 116. •)7 0,77 0.25
906153 216, 74394(,746 1C0 49.34 116.$5 39.P5 116.93 0.68 C,25904153 219 743'771946 100 39.7.3 116.:,4 39.74 116.63 0.77 C.25
906153 22C 743^) q ?346 101 39.70 116.57 39.71 116.96 C.77 C.11
906153 222 744C')3145 1CC X9,62 116.44 3'3.63 116,43 0.77 C.2'i























9U6153 232 744107146 110 39.25 115.77 39,26 115.75 0. 937 C.119,6153 234 7441?794b 110 39.17 11).63 39.18;115.62 C.68 C.25
906153 236 74414P745 110 39.10 115.50 39.11 115.48 0.77 C.75
9C6153 237 744159146 110 '3 17.01. 115.43' 19.07 115.4? 0.77 0.29
966153 242 744211145 110 38.97 115.10 311.PP 115.09 C.77 C«4(
906153 243 144221545 110 3P.P3 115,03 3P.P4 115.02 0.07 C.25
9(95153 244' 744231945 170 iP.7 1; 114.v7 3P.PC 114.)5 0.77 C.40
906153 267 74 14471144 110 37.91 113.41 37.92 113.45 0 x77 C.2`:
OC6153 26R 7444 112')44 I 37.97 113.40 47.9.8 113.39 C.77 C 4C)461`53 ?b9 7444~ 1'144 110 17.0! '113. 34 37.P4 113.33 0.77 C,4^906153 271 744';17745' I Itt 37.7: 113.21 > 37.76 113.7%j 0,77 C.75
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FOR 5011-04/04/74-13:47:34 (2,3)
MAIN PROGRAM
STORAfiU USED: CODE(l)	 000277;	 I)ATA(tl )	 010103;	 BLANK COMMON(2)	 000000












STORACE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK)	 TYPE,	 r(rt.ATIVF LOCATION,	 NAME)
0000 010020 IOPF a(lilo	 010n22 ioir	 0000	 010032 102F	 Doi
0000 010037 1077 4001	 000024 111G	 0001	 noom 12OG	 DOC'
0001 000114 155G 0001	 000!47 170G	 0001	 000162 1770	 DOW
PnOo P 010016 A14FAN 0000 R 007(100 ASPECH	 0000 R 003000 ASPECY	 000
0000 R 000000 DATAY f-OnG 11 010617 FM	 0000	 1	 010014	 1	 000
0000	 1 010012 NSIG 0000 R 006000 PSPCCH	 0000 R 002000 PSPCCY	 000.,
00100 J*
00100 2* c DIMr:NSi0i,!	 VARIAOt.r-S.
00too 3*
00101 4* DIME14SION	 DATAY(2,512),PSPECY(!i12)#ASPF.CY(512),
00101 5* 1	 DATAI-1(2#512)sPSPECII(512)#ASPECH(512)p
00101 6* 2	 PTS(8)
00101 7*
00101 8* c ASSIGN FOLLOWING
00101 9* C** * * * 1: 0 * 04	 r,****ooa ifif	 *00 Of)****
00103 lo* NPTS	 = 8.
00104 ll* NPVJR	 z 512
00105 12* NSIG = 256
00106 130 CONST	 -- 5.8468
00106 14* Cao a00 unuanaanau 0a toa0a0a0aanaaaaoaaaoooo0o0na0ananaanatu00aaa.
001.06 15* C READ	 IN PORITS,
001,06 16* pcfooba* Doc,
00107 17* READ	 (5o1GO)	 (PTS(l),I=I#NPTS)
00115 18* '00 FORMAT(4F46.3)
00116 19*
SUM = 0.0
00117 20* DO I	 I	 = i,NPTS
00122 21* SUM = SUM + PTS(I)	 UPRODUCEB11,17T OF ME
00123 22* 1 CONT I NUE.	 is POOR -
00125 23* AMEAN = SU14 / rLOAT(HPTS).
00176 240 wRITE(6,7Cl)
00130 25* joi, FORMAT	 ( I	 THE f'OLLOWING POINTS
	 - Mr.-AN HIRE READ:	 1)
001.31 260 00 ?	 7	 = .'#NPTS
0004 27* PTS(l)	 =	 PTS(I)	 AMFAN
t
a,
vd135 ?.Sn ORITE	 (6.302)	 I,PTS(I)
POM 29p 102	 FORMAT('	 P OINT(',23,')v	 ',F16,3)
00142 300 2	 CONTINUP
001 4 E 310 CpCappp ap #bp#pt:i.tlpppappp apdan #G4ppppppp#fi#ptl#p aappapppacnappp
00142 320 C	 riFNE-RATE Y POINT ARRAY.
00142 '330 Cnc : naaaaonapa	 . nnannsiopapanpapooappdpnpapapopnanpnpnaaoppaaa
00144 340 DO 3	 1	 u	 1,8«
00147 350 DATAY(1,1)	 2	 PTS(I)
00150 360 DATAY(2,1)	 c	 0.00000
014151 370 3	 CONTINUE
00151 380 Cpar.ppaa#paapar.r.dpaoanpnppanpnopppapapaapapappap#paoaaaaotltlpp
0Gt91 390 C	 Ct)MPl1TE F • F°T,	 POWI:P SPECTRA AND ANGLE SPECTRA OF Y,
00151 400 Cpaepnraapaopp	 pppaa#caaaaoappaa#apapaaaapapnnpopcaaaaapapan
00193 410 CALL FOUR3(DATAY,NPWR,+1)
0015 4 420 DO	 5	 I	 »	 !.,NP4)R
00157 430 PSPFCY(I)	 a	 DA T AY(1iI) 00 2	 + DATAY(2,.1)002
00160 440 PSPIICY(I)	 SRRT(PSPECY(I))
00161 45a PSpEiCH( I•)	 a	 PSPE:CY(I )
00162 460 ASPECY(I)	 =	 ATAN?(DATAY(21I)tDATAY(1.,I))
00163 470 5	 CONT INUE'
00163 480 Cni,papp n p aapp sn#a#ppr.apaapa#ppaptlapnapp#ttanpdp#nratlaaapnanp
00163 490 C	 SET POINTS FOR X.
00363 50p (.#{'yp#aC. ap ppp#	 :v pp a p aaiVP pp aG pp i)a4# pp Ga papa## #ppapn #p4pappppp#
00165 510 ASPEC14(1)	 =	 0.00000j	 00166 a2# FI4	 -	 O.OL:000
00167 53p DO 6	 I	 = 2,NPWR
00172 540 FM = Fi1 + CONST
001733 55* ASPECH(I)	 = SIN(FM)
00174 '.560 6	 C0NTIN11E
00174 570 Caas:apnanppaapp:ppppaapppaisnpuapapaappapppapppapi}pappanapatrpp
00174 580 C	 COMPUTE POINTS FOR H.
00174 590 Cnasrpaaappanupu,pptlnppa#pptlatrpaapupsspnpppppppnpapapppppaaapap
00176 600 DO 8	 I	 = 1,NPWR
'00201 61p ASPECH(I)	 =	 ASPE^Y(I)	 -	 ASPECH(I)
'	 00202 620 DATAH(1,11	 - PSPFCH(i)	 a	 COS(ASPECH(I))
00203 630 DATAH(2,I)	 A PSPECH(i)	 a SIN(ASPECH(l))
00204 640 8	 CONTINUE
'00204 650 Cpr^'^+aawaa#pas: ppaa apaap apaaaaanpaapananapnappaapaaaaanuisana
0OP.04 660 C	 COMPUTE	 INVERSE FFT OF H.
00204 67* Ca p ile# p G. i, narn p t: a p ##iia pdaa# p a p a# p # p a a p ### pp # p ac #ppp aw pppapppa4
00206 680 CALL FOUR1(DATAH.NPWR,-1)
00207 69# DO 10	 1	 = 1,NPWR
00212 700 PSPECH(1)	 =	 DAT AH(1,I)# 02	 +'DATAH(2,I)p02
00213 710 PSPECH(I)	 = SORT(PSPF.CH(I))
0021.4 720 ASPECH(1)	 =	 ATAM2(DATAH(2,I),DATAH(1,l))
00215 730 10	 CONTINUE
0 021 7 740 WR)TF.(60 07)
00221 750 107`VORMA.T(28X,'SPF,C'TRA OF INVERSE DATA h,))
00222 760 WRITE~	 (6#105)
00224 77a 105	 FORMAT	 (1F'1,),X,'	 FREOUENCY',2X,'	 POWER SPECTRA'sM
00224 780 1'	 ANGLE SPECTRA')
00225 79p DO 11	 1	 ^	 1,NSIG
00230 800 WRITE(6t106)	 I,PSPECH(I),ASPECH(I)
00235 810 106	 FOR14AT	 (1X,I12,2X,F14.3,2X,F14.3)
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:?4?,0 l:? 1\ .i07 1.9S!l ',ll6 ,as? 
1;!!.i .096 1. 938 187 .Ot9 2.2!;ij 
! 126 .067 1.9?? 186 .015 ? -1.9'. 
l27 .079 1.905 189 .014 2. ',63 
, 1?1l • 073 1.0El? 190 .013 ?.1!lO 
129 • 06S' 1.0n 191 .01 ? 2.144 
130 .064 1.ll5!> ;1.92 .01? ? • 14? 
i 131 .0(,0 1.835 193 • 011 2.1<13 
132 .057 1.814 191 .ou 2.147 
1,33 .054 1.789 195 .011 2.15? 
134 .052 1.760 196 .010 2.1!;i6 
135 .051 1.724 197 .010 2.164 
136 .050 1.679 19l1 .010 2.171 
137 • .050 1.62? 199 .010 2.178 
138 • 05j 1.548 200 .010 2.10£. 
139 .055 1.453 201 ,009 2.194 
140 .06? 1.330 202 ,009 2.202 
141 • 080 1.:1.81 203 .009 2.210 
142 • 130 1.010 204 .009 2.217 . 
14;5 .%6 .015 205 .009 2.225 
144 .136 .979 206 .009 2.233 
145 .087 -2.702 207 .009 2.240 
146 .211- -2.503 208 .008 2.246 
147 .283 -2.467 209 .008 2.251 
140 .314 ~2.4!i6 210 .OOB 2.253 
149 ,307 -2.455 211 .008 2.250 
150 :247 -2.474 212 • 008 2.237 
151 ,1.57 .905 213 .00ll 2.3.91 
152 • 077 1.0!i7 214 .010 1.931 153 .053 1.1'06 215 .008 2.3fi9 
154 • 042 1.295 216 .. 007 . . 2.569 
;1.55 .036 1.387 217 • DO 7 2.710· 
156 .031 1·465 218 .007 2.762 
157 .028 ' 1.530 219 .007 2.761 
158 .026 :t, 584 220 ,007 2.712 
159 .025 J •• 630 221 ,007 2.592 
160 .023 1. 670 222 .ooa 2.178 
161 .022 1.704 223 .007 2.322 ; 
162 .021 1. 734 224 .007 2.373 
1.63 .021 1.761 225 .007 2.404 
164 .020 1. 765 226 .007 '2.427 
165 .0:1.9 1·807 ,227 .007 2.447 
166 .019 1.828 228 .007 2.463 
; 167 
.016 1.847 229 .007 2.483 
1
160 .018 1.866 230 .006 2.498· 
. 169 '. 017' 1.8(14 233. .006 2.513 ,; 
, 170 
.017 1.902 232 .006 2.527 i 171 .017 1.920 233 .006 2.541 jf 
172 .017 , •• ,940 . 234 .006 2.5!i4 ,I 
173 .016 j,.962 235 .006 . 2.567 
174 .016 1.987 236 .006 2.579 
175 .017 F·O;l,9 237 .006 2.594 
176 .01,7 2.063 230 .006 2.608 
. I 177 .019 2.;1,28 239 .006 2.622 I 
178 .027 2.249 240 .006 2.635 . 
179 .037 -.430 241 .006 2.649 
180 .031 ";.398 242 .006 2.663 
Wl .020 -.287 ,24'3 .006 2.677 
182 .009 .142 244 .006 2.691 
18~ .009 1.750 245 .006 2.705 
1114 .020 2.229 246 J-0 .006 2.719 185 .033 r-'I 2.357 . . 247 .006 2.733 '--~-- - -----.--...-- ---
III i f





j	 252 .006 2.000






Sr%YLAI3 DUMP DATA 'Y.- j
NASA TAPE LOGICAL TIME FIELD OF SPACECRAFT I4ODE0
RECORD VIEW GEODETIC
NUMBER LAT LONG LAT LONG
906153 124 742973549 43,06 123.53 43.07 123.52 010
125 747.983951 43.03 123.46 43.04 123.44 010
° 126 742994350 43.00 123.38 43.01 123.37
11 743025550 42.90 123.15 42.91 123.14
" 131 743046351 42.83 123.00 42.85 122.99
° 144 743181551 42.40 122.03 42.42 122.02to 145 743191950 42.39 121.96 42.39 121.95if 148 743223149 42.30 121.74 42.29 121.73
" 232 744107146 39.25 115.77 39.26 115.75 110
" 244 744231945 38.79 114.97 38.80 114.95
" 271 744512745 37.75 3.13.21 37.76 113.20
° 272 744523145 37.71 113.15 37.72 113.13
907259 193 649617683 38.75 109.38 38.76 109.37 000it 227 649971277 37.43 107.22 37.51 107.29 010
" 264 650408076 35.70 4.64 35.74 104.56 020
" 2009 650688878 34.61 10231! 34.61 102.94 110it 292 650709578 34.51 102.84 34.53 102.82It 650720076 34.48 102.77 34.48 102.77
11 650751277 34.35 102.58 34.36 102.59
It 650782477 34.23 102.42 34.23 102.41
11 650803276 34.13 102.30 34.15 102.30
It 304 650834476 34.01 102.13 34.02 102.12
° 306- 650855276 33.92 102.01 33.93 102.01it 307 65OS65677 33.89 101.96 33.69 101.95
It 650886477 33.80 101.83 33.80 101.78
" 312 650917675 33.67 101.67 33.68 101.66 120it 313 650928076 33.63 101.62 33.63 101.60if 650938476 33.59 101.55 33.59 101.55
It 316 650959276 33.49 101.43 33.50 101.43
11 650969676 33.47 101.38 33.46 101.37
It 651032075 33.19 101.03 33.20 101.03
" 328 651084076 32.98 100.74 32.99 100.75
348 651344076 31.87 999334 31.89 999355 210
M 65M M3% 200,04 Burn	 ' 29,86 Burn 010to 372 651847130 29.72 906800 29.78 966000
376 651888730 29.54 96.55 29.55 906584
" 377 651899131 29.50 906409 29.51 906409
378 651909531 29.45 906444 29.46 906493it 393 652065531 28.76 95.66 28.78 95.66 020
it 394 652075931 28.71 95.61
_27.7194.48u 414 652304726 27.71 94.49 I110
to 652315126 27.66 94.43 27.67 98.43
u 416 652325526' 27.61 94.39 27.62 94.38
418 652346326 27.53 904.29 27.53 94.28
419 652356726 27.48 -	 94.24 27.48 94.23
420 652367127 27.43 94.18 27.44 94.18it 427 652439928 27.09 93.83- 27.11 93.83it
it
652533527 26.69 93..',9 26.69 93.39 120
437 652543927° 26662 93.34 26.64 93.34it 439 652564726 26.53 993223 26.55 93.24
441' 652585528 26.45 993.14 26.46' 93.14
is 652595926 26.40 93.09 26.41 93.09
" 450 652679127` 26.03 92.70 26.03 92.130 "	 -
° 451 652689526 25.-98 92.66 25.99 92.65
" 452 652G99926 25.93 ""92.60' 25,94 992600
""► . xa REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE




475 653022324 24,44 91.10 24,47 91,11 210o 477 r	 rGa304312^ 24,34 90.99 24.37 91.01 rr
" 487 653147124 23.86 90,52 23.89 90,54 it
488 653157524 23,82 90.49 23.84 90.50 220
496 653240723 23,44 90,10 23.46 900112
499 653271924 23.29 89.97 23,32 89,98
" 502 653303124 23,13 09,83 23.17 89.84
503 653313524 23.10 89,77 23.12 809779
504 653323922 23.04 89,73 23.07 89.75
506 653344723 22.95 89.65 22.90 89066
" 515 653459122 22.43 09.15 22.45 889.15 410
" 516 653469523 22.38 89.10 22,40 89.10
533 655681726 11.73 799900 11.00 79.98 010
538 655733725 11.49 79.78 11.54 79.77 'r
" 543 655785726 11.29 79,58 11,29 79,57
550 655850527 119.91 79.28 10.93 79.29 020
554 655900126 10.73 79.12 10.72 79.13
555 655910526 10.67 79.07 10.67 79.09
559 655952127 10.47 78.92 10.47 78.92
560 655962527 10.41 78.88 10.42 78.89
" 862 655983327 10.31 78.79 10.32 78.81
" 581 656222525 9.12 77.88 9.14 77.89 110
" 582 656232925 99.08 77,85 9.09 77.85 if
583 656243325 9.02 77.80 9104 77.01
584 656253725 8.98 77.77 8.99 77.77
" 586 656274525 8,88 77,69 8.80 77.69
" 587 656284925 8,82 77,64 8.83 77.65
" 591 656326524 8,61 77,50 8.63 77.49
686 656482316 7.84 76.90 7.86 76.90
" 610 656565717 7.43 76,59 7.45 76.58 120
615 656617716 7.17 76.39 7.19 76.38
" 630 626773716 6.40 75,79 6.42 75.79









880 1040 3.500 1760 , 1600	 j
880 960 1520 1680 1G80880 960 1520 1600 1600
880 960 1520° 1520 1600
i 880 960 3.520 1440 1610.
880 080 1520 1420 1680
800 880 1500 1400 1760
810 920 3.480 1380 1800
830 960 1480 1380 1840
840 900 1480 1360 1840
860 880 1520 1360 1880880 880 1520 1300 1920880 840 1520 1760 2000
880 800 1.520 1760 2025
870 776 1.520 1760 2000
870 776 1520 17GO 1920860 740 1520 1760 1840060 720 1600 1760 1760'
850 700 1600 1760 1700840 720 1600 1760 1670
- 830 800 1600 1760 1600
810 800 1600 1760 1440
800 960 1600 1740 1360880 1040 1600 1720 1320
880 1120 1600 1680 1200890 1200 1600 1640 1200	 P920 1120 1600 1680 1120940 1080 1600 1680 1080960 1120 1620 1600 1040
960 1200 1640 1600 10001000 1120 1680 1620 9201040 1040 1680 1620 880
1120 1040 1680 1610 880
1200 1120 1680 1605 820
1200 '	 1200 1760 1600 J1200 1280 1760 1610
1120 1360 1760 1680
1120; 1440, 1760 1680
1090 .	 1480 1760 1680
it
r
Ro.,rBoRr, oRL, crrnoNVxLLr	 ORE.Record ;,`125&126 Record n 126
840 14GO 2000 1760 720
080 1460 2080 1680 720j	 960 1500 2160 1720 720
1040 1540 ?,.].GO 1720 720
1110 1500 2000 1680 740
1140 1600 2040 1600 760,
1160 1600 2040 1520 780
1120 1600 2080 1520 700
1120 15520 2120 1520 780
1120 1520 2180 1440
11 2 0 1G00 2160 1200
1120 1600 2120 1040
1120 1600 2080 960
1200 1680 2040 920
1280 1620 2020 800
1200 1560 2000 7601280 1520 1960 7201200 1440 1960 6601160 1400 1920 6601080 1400 1880 660
1000 1400 1880 6601080 1360 1880 .7701120 1360 1840 7201160 1440 1800 GCVO
118 0 1500 1760 660
1200• 1520 1720 6601200 1520 1680 6601280 1520 1600 6501360 1520 1520 6601480 1600 1440 660
1500 1560 1400 GGO 6603.500 1520 1440 720 660
1420 1560 1440 720 6601300 1600 1,520 720 660
1280 1640 1600 720
1280 1680- 1680 7201280 1760 1680 7201320 1800 1760 7201360 1880 1880 7201380 . 1960 1800 720 fi
s	 d	 .	 1
T~ 1 a
DAYS CI MIN I 0I1B.
Record 46131
IiLLVATION (M)
1440 2400 2400 2000 2960 3600
1G00 25GO 2560 2160 2960 3720
1760 2640 2640 2200 3000 3680
1760 2720 2640 2200 29GO 3640
1760 2760 2560 2160 2960 3640
1760 2.760 2400 2000 2960
1600 2720 2200 2080 29GO
1600 2560 2280 2160 3040
1600 2400 2320 2200 3120
1600 2320 2400 2260 3200
1600 2320 2480 2400 3320
1600 2400 2640 2480 3320
1680 2400 2000 2560 3320
1760 2640 2080 2600 3200
1760 2800 2920 2600 3240
1760 2880 2000 2560 3200
1680 2880 2780 2480 3200
1600 2880 2780 2560 3160
1680 2800 2880 2640 3120
1040 2640 2960 2720 3240
1920 2480 2960 2840 3240
2000 2400 2880 2800 3120
2080 2320 2720 2640 3200
2160 2160 2560 2560 3280
2080 2080 2480 2400 3340
2000 2000 2400 2360 3340
2000 1920 2320 2360 3280
2080 1840 2240 2320 3240
2000 1840 2240 2320 3240
1920 1720 2240 2320 3240
7.820 1760 2220 2240 3280
2000 1840 2200 2120 3360
2080 1840 2180 2160 3440
2160 1840 2160 2200 3520
2320 1880 2080 2200 3600
2400 1920 2000 2240 3680
2480 2080 2000 2400 3760
2560 2240 2080 2480 3760
2480 2240 2560 3720
2400 2200 2640 3680
2320 2160 2720 3600
2240 2000 2800_ 3520
2080 1920 2880 3460
2240 1960 2080 3520
2320 2040 2960 3640



































































































rRICO. D NASA ^ wrdlr. L917O AM11	 1: OL•' Q UADRANGLI
i	 Oregon	 124 906153 43.OG 123.53 Camas, pre
3.6' 31.8' Rosenberg
125 " 43.03 123.46 Rosenberg, Ore
1.8" 27.G' Camas
12G " 43.00 123.38 Rosenberg, Ore
O' 22.8' Canyonville
129 " 42.90 123.15 Dayc Crech, Ore
54' 9'
131 " 42.03 123.00 Days Creek, Ore
49.8' 0' Tiller
144 " 42.40 122.03 Laleo of Woods, Ore
24' 1.8'
145 " 42.39 121.9G Modoo, Ore
2234' 57.G'
148 " 42.30 121.74 Swan Lake, Ore
18' 44.4'
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